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TO: All Orgs
FROM: RON
SUBJECT: RON'S JOURNAL 1969 NO.3 POLITICAL TREATMENT
I've been studying the state of psychiatry and there can now be no doubt
whatever that their "treatment" is political treatment and should be called such.
Electric shocks if not given show patients would leave 6 weeks earlier.
Brain "operations" result in total loss of body coordination and a bright
normal being is turned into a drooling blob of flesh, unable even to retain urine.
They live only briefly when they do not die at once on the operating table.
The only precedent for such "operations" is Hitler's action in doing it much
more lightly to 800,000 persons to make "farm slavery" or zombies.
The political color command and control of parliaments and legislatures by
psychiatry are evident in the easy seizure without trial laws being passed or in the
hypocritical actions like Ronald Reagan's new bill in California that was hailed
in the press as giving "rights" to patients in asylums (comparable to Geneva's
Prisoner of War Code) to refuse such treatment but the actual bill says in small
print that the "doctor" can refuse any of these rights at his sole discretion. This
equals a sentence to death without trial or even a crime.
In Dianetics insanity is shown to be common physical illnesses, yet asylums
have no medical facilities. Dianetics can handle insanity with relative ease once
the physical injuries and illnesses of the patient are cured medically or when the
patient is only lightly ill. A new breakthrough on this is now being taught real
MDs in England by a team I trained.
So there is an easy cure of insanity in ordinary medical treatment of broken,
badly healed bones, bad kidneys, etc., plus easy Dianetic auditing.
Dianetics has been available and proven for 20 years. Yet psychiatric front
groups have been able to command sufficient political action to prevent its use,
instead getting bills passed to easily seize anyone, torture and kill him.
Thus the Western countries are seen to refuse actual treatment and legalize
inhuman torture and brutality.
Psychiatric treatment is actually psychiatric political treatment, nothing
more, to rid the world of anyone who might disagree.
Nelson Rockefeller's "youth stockades" are for youths who might become
delinquent, it says right there in the founding papers.
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In Arizona federal judges sentence delinquents to electric shock or death for
"being turbulative."
Insanity is now defined as anyone who disagrees with the social autonomy.
The handwriting is plain. Only the government supports psychiatry. The
public by survey stays thoroughly away from them. Death camps like the one just
found in Cardiff are situated strategically over the West. Hitler at least wasn't
pretending to help anyone. He just wanted them dead.
So psychiatric activities consist of political treatment. That is very certain now.
This was the deadly secret we in Scientology might have found out and
which made them terrified of us, ridicule us, fight us and spend over 2 million
dollars to try unsuccessfully to get rid of us.
Over the world they were running death camps.
A few times they missed and certain political actions came to light-Ezra
Pound the poet, Governor Long of Louisiana, General Walker of Little Rock,
managed to become ktlown about before they were depersonalized.
So be mystified no longer. We weren't up against any mental treatmentonly violent brutality properly known as political treatment.
So that's what we ought to brand it.
These dumb birds were trying to form a total police state, but the police hate
them and the army deserts at every chance. How do you form a police state with
the police and army on the side of the population?
That's not their only mistake. Their biggest one was attacking us.
The commies would have won in the end.
Revolt is not far off if political treatment is allowed to continue.
Some of the "very best people" are involved.
If we can expose and eradicate this bestial tendency in Western government
before it is too late, the society will not fall into the chaos desired for a communist takeover. It's our one chance. Expose them fully and fast.
If we delay, the mobs will tear these government leaders limb from limb for
other causes than political treatments.
If exponents of death camps can be gotten out, Western governments may yet
survive.
Remember that Pavlov 1870 and Wundt 1879 invented these technologies and
every nation that used their work-Russia, Austria, Germany, Poland, has ceased
to exist, their leaders brutally slain and the governments replaced by maniacs. So
it is no idle prediction that the West, using now Wundt and Pavlov, are very close
in their turn to going down in flames.
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Man just doesn't like being called an animal or treated like one. He revolts.
As he did in Russia, Poland, Germany, Austria, and got real beasts in charge
instead.
The "best people" in the West who support psychiatry and look to it to seize
their mob leaders and "clean up dissident elements" had better try to remember
their history since 1789.
A lot of "best people" then and since have been made awfully dead at the
hands of mobs.
This is not the Middle Ages. It is the twentieth century. Human rights not
death camps are the fashion today.
L. RON HUBBARD
Founder
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